
We can't wait toWe can't wait to
see you in person!see you in person!

But in the meantime, we’ll be right here online.

Re-Imagining SESCARe-Imagining SESCA

Unprecedented times. Two words you have
probably heard plenty of times in recent
months. Despite their truth, SESCA is still
working behind the scenes. Our members
are looking forward to the day when we can
gather for our Annual Dinner at the
Gasthaus Bavarian Hunter or a bus tour,
among other things. In the meantime, we're
still here. As always, we will keep you
updated via our website (sesca.org) and
you can reach us at
sistercity@sesca.org.

A brief note on the pandemic from a
German pespective. Germany has limited
its cornavirus death toll compared to other
European countries. But health care
experts there say that other areas of the
health care system and society are
suffering due to the focus on the pandemic

Hope this letter finds you and your families
all in good health.

Prost,

-Bill Kiehnbaum, President

http://sesca.org
mailto:sistercity@sesca.org


CHRISTKINDLMARKT
December 5th

Mark your calendars for Gasthaus
Bavarian Hunter's 10th Annual
German Outdoor Christmas Market.
Authentic German Gifts, Crafts,
Bonfire AND Hot Spiced Wine. Bigger
than ever! Dress warm for the
outdoors! Located in Stillwater.

More Info

Join the Germanic American Institute this fall
for a series of virtual and in-person events that
explore new topics in German-American
history. Starting with the exhibit Stars and
Stripes over the Rhine, this series will explore
little-known history and pivotal developments
over the 20th century that continue to shape connections between Germany
and the United States. 

More Info

If you haven't seen the improvements at the
Shoreview Community Center (Hwy 96 and

Victoria Street N), you should do so: the
grounds boast a new pond area with water

fountain and walking trails as well as a new
skatepark.

Take a moment to visit before the snow flies!

https://gasthausbavarianhunter.com/events
https://www.gai-mn.org/Chapters
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More on Voting in Shoreview

Friendly Reminder:
Tuesday, November 3rd is
Election Day in the USA!

Even our friends in Germany are
interested in the how the voters in

Shoreview are viewing the
upcoming election!

   

https://www.shoreviewmn.gov/government/voting-and-elections
http://www.facebook.com/ShoreviewEinhausen
https://www.instagram.com/sesca_mn/

